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2[20, 21, 22, 23], with mixed success. Broader tests of
RPA transitions strengths against an exact model, e.g.,
SM, has not been done. To address this issue, this pa-
per tests the RPA against full 0h! calculation for several
nuclei in the sd and pf shells for electromagnetic transi-
tions. Unlike previous tests however, we consider mean-
eld solutions which break the rotational symmetry.
We nd that, in general, the RPA produces a reason-
able approximation to the exact (SM) transitions. The
most signicant failures are for certain low-lying collec-
tive states. We understand these failures through the
incomplete restoration of broken symmetries and the na-
ture of collective giant resonances.
The Brown-Bosterli schematic model [1, 24] provides
insight into giant collective resonances. It assumes the
model Hamiltonian to be single-particle energies plus a
separable residual interaction. In both the TDA and the
RPA, all of the Brown-Bosterli transition strength is to
a single state, the collective state, which is a model for
giant resonances. If the residual interaction is repulsive,
then the collective state will be at high energy. If the
interaction is attractive, then the collective state will
be low in energy. In more realistic models, of course,
the residual interaction includes more complicated two-
body forces, causing the giant resonance to spread over
many states. The important lesson of the Brown-Bosterli
model, however, is that an attractive interaction, such as
isoscalar quadrupole-quadrupole, leads to large collective
transitions low in the spectrum, while repulsive interac-
tions, such as   , produce collective transitions lying
higher in the spectrum.
Breaking of symmetries can result in low-lying col-
lectivity being subsumed into the ground state. For
example, the strongly attractive isoscalar quadrupole-
quadrupole interaction leads to a quadrupole deforma-
tion in the HF state. While the RPA identies broken
symmetries, restoration of symmetry is incomplete. This
point is not fully explicated or understood in the litera-
ture, but our calculations here provide further evidence,
as discussed in detail in Sec. III B.
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents
briey the interacting SM and the RPA formalisms, with
emphasis on their application to transition strengths. In
Sec. III we compare the SM and RPA transition strengths
and distribution properties for several nuclides, while in
Sec. IV we summarize results.
II. FORMALISM
A. General Overview
In this section we briey present the treatment of tran-
sitions in both SM and RPA. Before giving any specic
details, we review some general concepts.
A primary goal is, given the Hamiltonian H, to calcu-




Suppose we have solved Eq. (1), either in the SM or RPA.
The transition strength from an excited to the ground-
state is given by the square of the matrix element,


















is the (energy weighted) sum rule of order k. In this equa-
tion, f runs over all states, 0 stands for the ground state,
and F is an arbitrary transition operator. Particularly
important is S
0
, which is the total transition strength
from the ground state to excited states, and which can











In fact one can write all the sum rules of order k as

















; [H;F ]]j0i: (4)














; [H;F ]]ji: (5)
We emphasize however that ji has to be an eigenvector
of the Hamiltonian. This observation will prove essential
for testing the relationship between the sum rule in RPA
and the HF state.
We will characterize our results in terms of the cen-
troid,

S, and the width, S, of the transition strengths,





















Both the centroid and the width characterize global prop-
erties of collective excitations.
B. Shell Model
In the interacting SM, the number of possible many-
body congurations is restricted by two means: rst, one
assumes that only a limited number of nucleons inter-
act (valence particles), the rest forming an inert core,
and second, the active particles are restricted to a small
number of single particle states (valence space). Usually,
the valence space is restricted to a major oscillator shell.
3Diagonalization of an eective Hamiltonian provides the
low lying states by means of the Lanczos algorithm [26];
the corresponding wavefunctions are eigenstates of the
parity, total angular momentum and isospin.
The reduction of the available single particle states
and active particles makes the diagonalization numer-
ically tractable. There is a downside though: in or-
der to take into account the restriction of the Hilbert
space one has to use modied (eective) operators to
describe observables or transitions. In many cases a sim-
ple phenomenological use of either enhanced or quenched
couplings, most famously the former for E2 transitions
and the latter for Gamow-Teller transitions, yields good
agreement with experiment.
In order to calculate transition strengths in SM, we
have used the Lanczos moment method: the transition
operator is applied on the initial state wavefunction.
Then, the newly obtained state is used as the starting
state, or pivot, for diagonalization by means of the Lanc-
zos algorithm. The size of the pivot vector is the to-
tal transition strength S
0
, and the overlap of the pivot
with the nal eigenstate, which it turns out can be read
o trivially, is the transition amplitude. The interested
reader is referred to Ref. [27] for details.
C. RPA
Several textbooks [1, 25] cover the RPA, so we skip
detailed derivation and just review principal steps.
The starting point of the RPA is a self-consistent mean-
eld solution, a Slater determinant which can break sym-
metries and which ignores correlations. This determines
a deformed particle-hole basis, where the occupation
numbers are zero for particle states and one for hole
states.
The RPA ground state is dened as the vacuum for a




while the excited states, approximate solutions of Eq.





And because we assume the excited states to be 1p-1h






























is the approximate boson mapping
of the (deformed) fermion operators. We use the con-
ventional notation that m, n are unoccupied (particle)
states, while i, j are occupied (hole) states, respectively.
Note that while in Eq. (7) the rst terms describe






describe correlations coming from 2p-2h
congurations in the ground state. In the RPA one as-
sumes that the ground state is still very close to the HF
solution, so that the hole-particle amplitudes Y are much


















































































Thouless showed [28] that if the HF solution corre-
sponds to a minimum in energy surface, the correspond-
ing RPA equation (8) has only real frequencies. In ad-
dition, if the Hartree-Fock state is invariant under some
particle-hole transformation, such as rotation about an
axis, this corresponds to a zero frequency RPA mode.
Thus, the generators of symmetries broken by mean-eld
solution are eigenvectors of Eq. (8) lying at at zero ex-
citation energy. This is frequently interpreted as \ap-
proximate restoration of broken symmetries" [1]; in fact,
it is more accurate to say that the RPA respects sym-
metries by separating out exactly spurious motion. In
Sec. III we present evidence that signicant part of the
quadrupole response for even-even nuclei is still retained
in the ground state, which suggests that broken symme-
tries are only partially restored by the RPA.
The RPA provides a model for excited states, and
to calculate the transition probability from any non-
spurious state to the ground state one needs the transi-
tion matrix element hRPAjF ji. In the RPA, the latter




















With the matrix element (11), it is possible to calculate
in the RPA any moment of the distribution strength, and
therefore the total strength, the centroid and the width.
Sec. III compares the SM and RPA predictions for these
quantities, as well as individual transition strengths in
several nuclei. Before proceeding with our numerical re-
sults, there are two points to discuss.
First, RPA has the famous property that the en-
ergy weighted sum rule S
1
is preserved[1, 28], which


















; [H;F ]]jHF i; (12)
4that is the ground state j0i (and in our case jRPAi) in
Eq. (5) can be replaced by the HF state jHF i. This is a
direct consequence of Eq. (8) and provides a valuable test
for any RPA code. And yet, how easy is to verify numer-
ically (12)? After all, it remains diÆcult in realistic situ-
ations to calculate the required double commutator. One
might imagine the following solution: expand the right
hand side of Eq. (12) in terms of a complete set of eigen-
states as in Eq. (5), with ji replaced by the HF state
jHF i, and correspondingly E

by the HF energy, E
HF
.
Next, determine the transition strengths from the com-
plete eigenstates to the HF state using the same Lanczos
moment procedure described in II B using jHF i as pivot.
There is just one aw in this logic: we have emphasized
that for Eq. (5) to work, the state ji must be an eigen-
state of Eq. (1); jHF i is a Slater determinant which
minimizes the energy, but it is not an eigenstate of the
shell-model Hamiltonian. We still used Eq. (12) to test
our RPA code, but the solution was to break up the right
hand side and calculate each term separately. This is a
tedious task but we veried the relationship (12) for a few
nuclei, which gives us condence that our RPA program
works properly.
A second point we would like to discuss involves
ground-state to ground-state transitions. (These are
nothing more than ground-state expectation values of
non-scalar operators. We discuss ground state expecta-
tion values of scalar operators in [31]; in principle one can
extend such calculations to non-scalar operators, but we
have not yet done so.) Most discussions of the RPA do
not give a well-dened procedure to calculate such transi-
tions, in part because they vanish when the Hartree-Fock
state has spherical symmetry. While such g.s. to g.s. tran-
sitions are forbidden for a spherical (hence J = 0) state,
they are in general not forbidden for nonspherical HF
states. If RPA does not fully restore broken symmetries,
a signicant contribution to the total strength could be
absorbed into otherwise forbidden g.s. to g.s. transitions.
We investigate in detail this point in Sec. III C, and in-
deed we nd that signicant strength can be missing for
even-even nuclides.
III. RPA VS. EXACT SHELL-MODEL
STRENGTHS
In order to test the RPA reliability for computing tran-
sition strengths, we calculate both the mean-eld and
exact solutions in the same model space, using the same
Hamiltonian.
A. Model space, interaction and transition
operators
We work in full 0h! shell model spaces, restricting
the single particle states to one major shell. Most of
our examples were computed in the sd shell, limiting
the nucleons outside an inert
16





















single particle states outside
40
Ca core. For the interaction, we used the Wildenthal
\USD" in sd shell [29] and the monopole-modied Kuo-
Brown \KB3" in the pf shell [30]. We emphasize that
due to our restriction to a single major shell and limita-
tion to mixing angular degrees of freedom, the mean-eld
solution can break only the rotational symmetry.







that is isoscalar (T = 0) and isovector (T = 1) electric
quadrupole (E2); in addition, we tested transition distri-
butions for spin ip (SF) and Gamow-Teller (GT) which
are the isoscalar and isovector components of the spin
operator . To avoid confusion, note that the actual GT




= Z   N was con-
served. Also note that in general the eective charge ~e
T










While for good agreement with experimental transitions
strengths the eective proton and neutron charges usu-
ally dier signicantly from their bare values, the main
contribution of eective charges is a rescaling of the






A large fraction application of RPA calculations are to
E1 transitions. Because our shell model valence space
does not include single-particle states of opposite parity,
we could not not investigate E1 transitions here.
B. Results for isovector quadrupole, SF, and GT
transition operators
In this section we show results for isovector E2, SF
and GT transition operators. The main common feature
is that their collective transitions lie relatively high in
energy. We nd that for such transitions the RPA is in
reasonably good agreement with the SM results, espe-
cially for the total transition strength.
Figures 1-3 compare the RPA and SM transition







Na (odd-odd), but the gen-
eral trend is the same for all the nuclides investigated.
The excitation spectra are discrete, but to guide the eye
we folded in a Gaussian of width 0.7 MeV. In addition,
tables I-III summarize the results in both SM and RPA
for several nuclei; we present only the total strengths, the
centroids and the widths of the distributions.
The gures show that the RPA calculation follows the
general features of the SM transition strength distribu-
tions. Note however that by comparison to SM, the RPA
distributions have smaller widths (see tables I-III). This
is not surprising, as higher-order particle-hole correla-
































FIG. 1: Isovector E2, SF and GT transition strengths for
20
Ne. Both the exact SM (solid curve) and RPA (dashed
curve) distributions have been smoothed with a Gaussian of
width 0.7 MeV to facilitate comparison.
The RPA centroids are generally shifted to lower energies
than the SM. Although the centroids are related to the
energy-weighted sum rule S
1
, we remind the reader that
we do not violate Eq. (4) because the HF state is only
an approximation to the ground state. Furthermore, the
shift in the centroid does not appear correlated with the
correctness of the RPA estimations of the ground state
energy [16] or other observables [31]. One might expect
that the correct inclusion of the pairing interaction by
means of HFB+QRPA would improve the results. This
is reasonable and worth trying, but see discussion and
caveats regarding pairing and QRPA in [16, 31].
For computational simplicity, we restrict ourselves to
real wavefunctions; this has no eect for even-even nuclei.
But because the rotations about x or z axis are complex,
for odd-odd or odd-A nuclei the RPA does not identify
the corresponding generators as exactly zero-frequency
modes. Instead, we obtain a `soft' mode at very low ex-
citation energy. Transition strengths to the soft mode are
in fact ground-state-to-ground-state strength normally
not computed in RPA.
To summarize the results in this section, we have com-
pared the SM and RPA distribution strengths for isovec-
tor E2, SF and GT transition operators. We found in
general good agreement for the total strength in several





























































FIG. 3: Same as in Fig. 1 for
22
Na.




S, and width S
for isovector E2 transition operator. The nuclei have been




S (MeV) S (MeV)
Nucleus SM RPA SM RPA SM RPA
20
Ne 0.98 1.15 14.53 11.92 3.47 2.44
22
Ne 2.37 1.86 8.15 7.70 5.85 4.25
24
Mg 1.88 1.96 14.40 11.86 4.09 2.46
28
Si 2.28 1.96 14.35 13.41 4.29 1.93
36
Ar 1.38 1.34 12.49 11.01 4.24 3.56
44
Ti 2.15 1.90 8.23 6.68 2.86 1.98
22
Na 1.60 1.69 11.67 10.44 4.37 2.61
24
Na 2.07 2.09 9.82 8.21 6.26 4.14
46
V 2.32 3.00 7.96 6.62 4.17 1.97
21
Ne 1.39 1.43 10.52 9.41 5.66 4.27
25
Mg 2.28 2.20 11.48 9.47 6.21 4.41
29
Si 2.52 2.20 11.61 10.21 5.68 4.25




S (MeV) S (MeV)
Nucleus SM RPA SM RPA SM RPA
20
Ne 1.05 1.23 17.10 12.26 4.38 1.95
22
Ne 3.53 4.44 11.40 8.82 4.32 2.37
24
Mg 4.15 4.78 13.22 10.17 4.48 1.97
28
Si 5.82 5.20 12.75 11.62 4.34 1.89
36
Ar 2.68 2.70 14.53 11.17 3.69 2.88
44
Ti 2.56 3.32 9.98 7.86 2.56 1.55
22
Na 8.57 5.78 5.01 6.67 5.22 3.49
24
Na 10.06 7.66 5.83 7.05 5.48 3.19
46
V 5.44 7.68 8.76 6.40 2.51 2.34
21
Ne 4.02 3.54 7.50 7.62 5.92 3.95
25
Mg 6.94 6.33 9.19 8.47 5.73 3.36
29
Si 8.42 8.47 9.38 7.86 5.07 4.45
of the distributions are still close. As a general feature
however, the RPA distributions are smaller in width and
lower in energy than the SM results.
C. Results for isoscalar quadrupole response
This section presents comparison between the SM and
RPA distribution strength for the isoscalar quadrupole
transition operator. The main dierence with respect to
the other transitions investigated in this paper is that
the collective strength lies very low in energy, for re-
alistic Hamiltonians have a strong attractive isoscalar
quadrupole-quadrupole component.
We considered again for comparison the same nuclides
investigated previously, and we plot the SM and RPA




S (MeV) S (MeV)
Nucleus SM RPA SM RPA SM RPA
20
Ne 1.05 1.33 16.32 12.53 4.35 2.42
22
Ne 3.87 4.85 12.00 9.37 4.48 3.16
24
Mg 4.26 4.85 14.46 11.74 4.24 2.42
28
Si 6.65 5.70 15.19 13.77 3.59 1.88
36
Ar 2.74 2.79 14.85 12.09 3.45 2.99
44
Ti 3.03 3.74 10.12 8.42 2.86 2.43
22
Na 5.51 5.47 9.96 9.28 4.35 3.18
24
Na 7.43 7.71 10.32 9.29 4.87 3.48
46
V 10.60 7.85 4.93 8.15 4.37 2.28
21
Ne 4.25 3.55 7.87 8.67 5.97 3.98
25
Mg 7.12 6.76 11.02 10.00 6.05 4.21
29
Si 9.42 8.63 12.28 10.39 5.41 4.99


















FIG. 4: Isoscalar E2 transition strengths for
20
Ne. The SM
(solid curve) and RPA (dashed curve) distributions have been
smoothed with a Gaussian of width 0.7 MeV. The large col-
lective peak at low but nonzero excitation energy for the SM
is absent in the RPA; see text for discussion.
distributions in gures 4-6. Characteristics of the dis-
tributions for several other nuclei are given in table IV.
In contrast with the results in Sec. III B, we nd a large
discrepancy between the total strengths in RPA and SM,
especially for even-even nuclei.
Figure 4 shows that, if one ignores the low energy tran-
sitions, one obtains again a reasonable agreement be-
tween the SM and RPA distributions. Similar features
encountered for other transitions appear, that is a lower
energy centroid and smaller width of the RPA distribu-
tion with respect to SM.
As for the relative good agreement for odd-odd and
odd-A nuclei, we have to point out that most of the RPA
strength is concentrated in the lowest energy state which,
as already noted, appears just as an artifact of our ap-
proach (restriction to real numbers). A full treatment of
rotations by inclusion of complex numbers should shift
these `soft-mode' states to zero modes, that is, degenerate
with respect to the ground-state, and we would expect
the odd-odd and odd-A cases to then resemble the even-
even cases: missing the low-energy collective strength.




















FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4 for
21
Ne.





S (MeV) S (MeV)
Nucleus SM RPA SM RPA SM RPA
20
Ne 7.86 0.19 2.12 9.81 1.92 2.30
22
Ne 9.36 0.89 2.01 5.52 2.19 2.79
24
Mg 12.57 0.51 2.13 7.99 2.09 2.75
28
Si 12.04 0.56 2.51 9.88 2.33 2.33
36
Ar 7.17 0.23 2.42 9.57 1.91 2.74
44
Ti 10.87 1.50 1.73 3.99 1.73 1.70
22
Na 9.53 7.49 1.47 1.27 2.63 1.82
24
Na 8.81 6.33 2.10 1.81 2.85 1.88
46
V 15.21 15.20 1.62 0.87 1.94 1.63
21
Ne 8.74 13.27 1.53 0.64 2.82 1.35
25
Mg 10.71 12.49 2.25 1.08 2.66 1.62
29
Si 9.70 1.38 2.72 4.66 2.62 4.25
(Note that qualitatively the results for
29
Si, for which
we obtain the correct number of zero RPA modes, are
similar to the even-even nuclei.) Conversely, we can turn
around these results into a hypothesis: that the missing
low-lying collective strength in even-even nuclides are due
to incomplete symmetry restoration, and that the miss-
ing strength resides in the RPA ground state. The fact
that the missing strength shows up in soft modes that
arise as artifacts of our computational methods bolsters
this hypothesis.
We make two tests of our hypothesis (that the low-
lying collective strength is missing due to incomplete
symmetry restoration RPA, and a signicant fraction of
the RPA strength gets absorbed in a ground state to
ground state transition). First we consider Eq. (3) in
the particular case of the isoscalar quadrupole opera-
tor, expecting that the total transition strength be equal
to the ground-state value of the isoscalar quadrupole-
quadrupole interaction. We found that the RPA ground
state expectation value of the quadrupole-quadrupole in-
teraction is close to the SM value [31]. So, the total
distribution strength should be about the same in the
RPA and SM. On the other hand, when we calculate the
total transition strength in RPA by means of (2), we nd






















FIG. 6: Same as Fig. 4 for
22
Na.
that signicant part cannot be accounted for.
Our second test of incomplete symmetry restoration is
the behavior of the transition strength in the neighbor-
hood of a `phase transition'. While the proton-neutron
interaction induces deformation in the HF Slater determi-
nant for
28
Si, it is possible nevertheless to force a `phase
transition' to a spherical HF state (both protons and
neutrons lling the d
5=2
orbits) by increasing the gap
between the d
5=2
single particle energy and the other
single-particle states. Fig. 7 shows small dierence in
the SM strength distribution in contrast with a dramatic
change for RPA. The dierence between the d
5=2
single-
particle energies in the two cases is very small and one
can follow a smooth change for all observables in the SM;
we have therefore no reason to suspect any fundamental
dierence in the structure of the states. Note however
that, when the HF state is spherical, the low lying states
are correctly described in the RPA, the reason why the
RPA was successful in describing low lying collectivity
in closed shell nuclei. In contrast, when the HF state
is deformed, the strength changes dramatically, although
the Hamiltonian is not signicantly dierent from the one
that gives a spherical HF state. We assert that, combined
with the results for RPA ground state observables [31],
this is a signal that RPA fails to restore broken symme-
tries, and consequently signicant isoscalar E2 transition
strength is subsumed into the RPA ground-state. Fig. 7
shows also that a spherical HF state does not describe
correctly higher lying collectivity, which is easily accom-
plished when using a deformed HF state.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper was to investigate the reli-
ability of the RPA for calculating transition strengths in
nuclei. To accomplish this we have computed the RPA
and shell model strength distributions in the same 0h!
shell model space.
The comparison between RPA and SM showed two dif-
ferent results, depending upon the nature of transitions.
Thus, we found that when the strong collectivity lies at
high energies, such as isovector E2, SF and GT tran-






























Si: Isoscalar E2 for deformed and spherical HF
state.
When the transitions lie at low energies however, the
agreement is poor. We presented evidence that the prob-
lem arises from an incomplete restoration of the symme-
tries broken by the mean-eld; for low-lying transitions
we propose that signicant part of the transition strength
is subsumed into the RPA ground state. Future work
should directly investigate ground-state to ground-state
transitions in the RPA.
This paper also marks a nal stage within a larger
project to test the reliability of the HF+RPA for a
global microscopic theory of nuclear properties [16, 31].
We conclude that HF+RPA is a good starting point
for such a task, but because of occasional failures fu-
ture work should investigate Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
+QRPA and extensions such as renormalized RPA, self-
consistent RPA, and so on (see Ref. [1] as well as the
bibliographies of [16, 31]). Our work suggests an impor-
tant and specic test of any such \improvement" to RPA:
the description of low-lying collective strength, such as
isoscalar E2, which is sensitive to restoration of the rota-
tional symmetry broken by a deformed mean-eld state.
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